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Women’s Role in Business World

Dr. Harshna Agarwal

Introduction
"Feminism has fought no wars. It has killed no opponents. It has set up no

concentration camps, starved no enemies, and practiced no cruelties. Its battles have
been for education, for the vote, for better working conditions, for safety in the streets,
for child care, for social welfare, for rape crisis centers, women’s refugees, reforms in
the law” - Dale Spender, women’s activist, writer and a teacher, “Man Made
Language”. Regardless of the hardships numerous women persevere through day by
day, second 50% of the 20 century for women has seen a colossal gain in three
noteworthy zones - training, rights and initiative. This has driven the change with
quickening gender orientation equity. Fairness rights matter since it can oblige the
decision accessible for women in numerous parts of life. More women are educated
and proficient than any other time. More women in places of power inside an
association and government fill in as solid good examples for more youthful young
women. At the point when young girls see women from their own networks in authority
positions, the conceivable outcomes for their very own achievements turned out to be
all the more genuine.

At the point when Hewlett-Packard's previous CEO Carly Fiorina made a
striking remark amid Forbes' women's summit in May 2014 she purposely set off a
broad discussion. Fiorina without a doubt made a solid point towards individuals
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rethinking present day utilization of the expression "woman's rights" and the
significance of women perceiving their very own quality. Enabling women, enhancing
their portrayal and interest in all kinds of different backgrounds, however especially in
the male-overwhelmed universe of business, is basic to exhibit that women have the
ability to pick and characterize themselves, not just with regards to keeping a family
together and sorting out the family, yet additionally in choosing their profession way.
At the point when female pioneers all around land connected more positions are
made, when they get associated with education, neediness destruction, social
insurance, childcare, welfare bolster, family emergency focuses bolster, women's
shelters, changes in the law, with any issue of the world, things show signs of
improvement.

Women in senior positions and government have made leap forward in
affecting the course of open ventures. In this present reality where women care about
various things from men (and women do seem to think about youngsters, rights,
neediness destruction and condition more than men do), it might be that when women
have more voice, yet they drive institutional interests in a way that favors kids,
condition and reasonable advancement. In this way, when women have more rights in
the political field, the nature of open ventures additionally changes. The world is a
superior place when women have the ability to lead.
Concept of Women Entrepreneurs

Women Entrepreneurs may be defined as the women or a group of women
who initiate, organize and operate a business enterprise. The Government of India
has defined women entrepreneurs as - an enterprise owned and controlled by women
having a minimum financial interest of 51 per cent of the capital and giving at least 51
per cent of the employment generated in the enterprise to women‖. Women
entrepreneurs engaged in business due to push and pull factors which encourage
women to have an independent occupation and stands on their on legs. A sense
towards independent decision-making on their life and career is the motivational factor
behind this urge. Saddled with household chores and domestic responsibilities women
want to get independence. Under the influence of these factors the women
entrepreneurs choose a profession as a challenge and as an urge to do something
new. Such a situation is described as pull factors. While in push factors women
engaged in business activities due to family compulsion and the responsibility is thrust
upon them.
Importance of Women in Business

Women assume essential place in the executives. They are educated, skilled,
confident and progressive. This causes them to juggle the undertakings, deal with,
every one of the errands and strike a fine harmony among expert and individual life.
They have a decent premonition, persistence, arranging and planning abilities.
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Today women have shown their performing various tasks capacity. Women
entrepreneurs can positively start, compose, plan and work their little and adventure
productively. Confirming this thought, somebody has said that "the woman who is
innovative finds more prominent opportunity to decipher her innovativeness and
thoughts when she has her very own undertakings. For the individuals who are
profoundly proficient capabilities and the individuals who are from a lower monetary
stratum, enterprise is a method for gaining income and adding to the family pay.
Anyway the test for the bigger segments of women in India lies in intersection the
edge, defeating boundaries and finding their very own potential and personality. The
atmosphere is more conductive today and time is correct."
 Emotional Insight

Women are more sincerely insightful than men and have great relational
aptitudes which are imperative for surrounding methodologies and building support.
 Multitasking Capabilities

Women have capacity of taking care of numerous errands in the meantime like
chatting on the telephone, perusing their emails, planning what else should be done
for whatever remains of the day and giving great outcomes. They balance their
families and profession all the while viably.
 Self-Branding Attitude

Women are to a great degree energetic naturally and excited about their
decisions, discussing them and sharing their considerations. They underscore the
advantages of their administrations to their administrations to their potential customers
and know about how to feature the positive highlights.
 Patience

Women are exceptionally persistent essentially and have extraordinary vision.
Vision helps in abandoning their fantasies after just a few months as an outcome of
getting to be eager with process just demonstrates that the vision isn't sufficient. The
capacity to sit back and watch is a key credit with the end goal to positive results and
women have it normally.
 Motivation

Women have incredible energy for the work and a guarantee to society. In the
event that they need to scrutinize enterprise, it implies they are not perplexed going
out on a limb and will likewise makes financial additions. The internal solidarity to
proceed and look through every single conceivable intends to impart their business
thoughts to other people.
 Confidence

Women have extraordinary confidence to contend business showcase. They
can do their work with full certainty, energy and sprightliness.
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 Finance
Women get funding like family loans, saving, credit card and can acquire

capital from government startup projects and it is less troublesome for them to get
startup capital. As government have delicate corner for women it encourages them to
get its very own personality and accomplish women strengthening.
Policies and Schemes for Women Entrepreneurs in India

In India, the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, different State Small
Industries Development Corporations, the nationalized banks and even NGOs are
leading different projects including Entrepreneurship Development Programs (EDPs)
to take into account the necessities of potential women start-ups, which might not
have sufficient educational foundation and aptitudes. The Office of DC (MSME) has
additionally opened a Women Cell to give coordination and help to women business
visionaries confronting explicit problems. There are likewise a few different plans of
the legislature at local and state level, which give help to setting up training cum-
salary creating exercises for destitute women to make them financially free. Small
Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has likewise been executing uncommon
plans for women business visionaries. Notwithstanding the unique plans for women
business visionaries, different government plans for MSMEs additionally give certain
exceptional motivators and concessions for women business visionaries. For
example, under Prime Minister's Rozgar Yojana (PMRY), inclination is given to
women recipients. The legislature has additionally made a few relaxations for women
to encourage the investment of women recipients in this plan. So also, under the MSE
Cluster Development Program by Ministry of MSME, the commitment from the
Ministry of MSME shifts between 30-80% of the aggregate undertaking if there should
arise an occurrence of hard intercession, however on account of bunches possessed
and overseen by women business visionaries, commitment of the M/o MSME could
be up to 90% of the venture cost. So also, under the Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme
for Micro and Small Enterprises, the certification cover is for the most part accessible
up to 75% of the advances expanded; anyway the degree of assurance cover is 80%
for MSEs worked and additionally claimed by women. A portion of the exceptional
plans for women business visionaries executed by the administration bodies and
united organizations are given underneath. At present, the Government of India has
more than 27 plans for women worked by various divisions and services. A portion of
these are:
 Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP)
 Khadi And Village Industries Commission (KVIC)
 Training of Rural Youth for Self-Employment (TRYSEM)
 Prime Minister’s Rojgar Yojana (PMRY)
 Entrepreneurial Development programme (EDPs)
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 Management Development progammes
 Women’s Development Corporations (WDCs)
 Marketing of Non-Farm Products of Rural Women (MAHIMA)
 Assistance to Rural Women in Non-Farm Development (ARWIND) schemes

The efforts of government and its different agencies are ably supplemented by
NGOs that are playing an equally important role in facilitating women empowerment.
Despite concerted efforts of governments and NGOs there are certain gaps. Of
course we have come a long way in empowering women yet the future journey is
difficult and demanding.
Conclusion

Women are known for performing various tasks. They have a lot of obligations
to satisfy such house hold obligations and office obligations and as a mother it has a
lot more critical duties. Regardless of this decision of employment will demonstrate
marvel in market. Beginning business at home is extraordinary open door for any
women to begin venture towards corporate world. Innovation has offered opportunity
to begin and deal with their business and seek after their dreams. This assists to
make profit for them and reach to the highest point of the world without being reliant
on others. It tends to be said that today we are in a superior position wherein women
cooperation in the field of business enterprise is expanding at a significant rate.
Women area involves about 45% of the Indian populace. At this point, powerful
advances are expected to give enterprising mindfulness, introduction and ability
improvement projects to women. The job of Women business person in financial
advancement is additionally being perceived and steps are being taken to advance
women enterprise. From these proposals it is very obvious that for advancement of
women business enterprise, there is a requirement for multi dimensional methodology
from various segments, in particular from the administration side, budgetary
organizations, singular women business organizations and some more, for an
adaptable incorporated and composed explicit methodology. The important factor in
creating business among women isn't as far as framework or monetary help or
distinguishing an undertaking however it is an issue of clearing the ground for their
development into enterprise. For a very long time together they have been restricted
to an auxiliary job and limited to the homes and you need to bring out with the goal
that they wind up independent, self-regarding venturesome individuals. In spite of the
fact that there are a few variables adding to the rise of women as business
visionaries, the supported and composed exertion from all measurements would
prepare for the women moving into enterprising action along these lines adding to the
social and financial improvement of the individuals from the family and in this way
picking up balance and equivalent significance for themselves.
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